Sword Venture and Sword DataCo
Integration from April 1st 2020
Following the recent acquisition by the Sword Group of DataCo, Sword Venture
and Sword DataCo will be merging to form a single entity that will specialise in
Energy sector data services and solutions. The combined organisation will be
st

known as Sword Venture from April 1 2020. This is a natural progression that
builds on the excellent working relations we have fostered since joining forces
last year.

With a combined workforce of over 120 data and information management
professionals, Sword Venture brings unparalleled expertise in maximising the
value of Oil and Gas data and information assets for our customers, via
capabilities such as:

Digital Solutions and Transformation development and deployment
Asset Acquisition and Divestment Services
Embedded personnel and technology managed services in support of daily
operations.
Consultancy

Sword Venture and DataCo have both invested in data science and analytical
capabilities in recent years, bringing these two teams together as the Sword
Venture Digital Solutions Factory will provide our customers with class-leading
technology. The Factory comprises of an in-house R&D department and a
commercial analytics delivery team, with the goal of solving common Oil and Gas
industry problems across the technical and corporate domains. Our blend of
technical data scientists and data domain subject matter experts form agile
delivery groups that deliver practical value to our customers.

We focus on delivering solutions that enable insights and inform business
decisions, through the application of data science and analytical techniques. Our
solutions are proven to help reduce time, cost and risk, and improve insight and
efficiency in operational decisions. For example, in a complex data migration
triggered by organisational change such as an asset transfer, we bring an
independent lens to the discovery, access and use of data. We ensure the vendor
extracts only the information relevant to that asset and that the new owner is
armed with the data, information and licenses needed to deliver seamless
operational production from Day One of ownership.

As part of Sword Group, we also have access to IT, visualisation, and digital
workplace expertise to help build solid technology foundations that are designed
to enable successful digital transformation and embed intelligent data solutions.

We have the joint ambition to firmly establish ourselves as the leading global
provider of data and information management expertise and service support to

the Energy sector. Building on our existing global footprint from Sword Venture
(with offices in London and Aberdeen) and Sword DataCo (with offices in
Aberdeen, The Hague and Perth, Australia), we are actively looking to expand our
presence in locations that include Houston, the Middle East, and South East Asia.

We are confident that this integration will enhance the service we provide to our
customers today, as well as help us to shape the next decade of data management
in the Energy sector together.

